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112 Accounting Historians Journal, December 1998 
Accounting, Auditing and Accountability Journal 
Call for literary submissions — 
short fiction and poetry 
Literature and Accounting 
The Accounting, Auditing and Accountability Journal in-
cludes in each issue a short section devoted to imaginative 
writing. The editors are interested in receiving submis-
sions in the widest range of genres and subject areas, 
though the section has special emphases and preferences. 
The editors are seeking 
* submissions which bear some relationship to ac-
counting and finance, though such links may be in-
terpreted very broadly 
* submissions which offer new critical and analytical 
perspectives on commerce, money and the account-
ing profession, with an emphasis upon the power of 
imaginative writing to provoke alternative "ways of 
seeing"; 
* submissions which probe parallels and conflicts be-
tween fictional and professional forms of reality con-
struction, and which explore and expose the fictions 
which underwrite our vision of the real 
* submissions of an experimental kind, which explore 
new techniques and combinations of forms, and gen-
erally extend the resources of imaginative writing. 
The editors are particularly interested in receiving submis-
sions in the form of short prose fiction, whether as (short) 
short stories, parodies or cross-genre experimental work. 
Submissions should be sent to: 
Associate Professor Michael Meehan 
Literature Editor, AAAJ 
School of English and Drama, Flinders University 
Bedford Park 5042, South Australia 
tel 61-8-8210 2217 
fax 61-8-8201 2556 
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